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Abstract - Internet existence only leading new innovation in 

all field of the world, as well it took to multitudinous seas 

cybercrimes. Those are illegal to the nation law, but 

forwarding in very much speed, which can’t be predicted or 

found by current technology. Because nowadays we are 

familiar with SNS (social network sites) there, instant 

messengers focusing their affect to the current as well as 

future world. But their also they effecting by causing the 

damage to the database as destroying the whole content, to 

avoid we using a technique as HER, with ontology to trace 

them and to hack them in healthy way by using OBIE. Where 

wordsets is the sibling of this technique we can say. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the world forwarding to new extent of technology it also 

leading us to miss use of those in all respect. Like 

communication and conversation, like social network[4], e-

chat ,business transaction, they send those messages by 

means of audio ,video, text  messages ,but the criteria here is, 

they can mask the IP[3], or using untrusted networks by 

others name.in corporate level in the mode of sending official 

documents they may send harassing messages ,or vulgar 

messages, pictures and tags,etc., 

In video, audio and pictures messages they use many more 

techniques to escape from the cybercrime department .like, in 

video calling or message they speak something but the actual 

video mean is different. Only the known person only can 

decode it, others will feel or understand something else.by 

putting some movie song in background their intended 

speech will be in somewhat different .as well in audio 

pronouncing of each words with mapping of others voice is 

easier but tracing its meaning is tedious. Because each 

human being have there own style of pronounce of a word so 

finding that one, then trace the culprit .will be the case of 

interest. 

Whereas in  pictures, they can mask the actual content only 

varied in keen observance .this masking leads to miss match 

usually hence failure in the case.so, comparing all this what 

the real world need is actual text tracing will give the clarity 

of the picture to trace them and their intention of work. 

Because as we know each word have different meaning in all 

the languages in common leaving few words which are 

specific to something only. But usage of those leads to 

specific meaning for the particular event or action .based on 

the grammatical usage and observance we can say the actual 

mode of action to be played by them. 

Those each verbal or nonverbal formation or mapping of 

words with framing the event can’t be read by anyone, 

because they will be in the form of decode or encode [14]. In 

audio case filtering noise ratio, voice pitch, pronounce rate 

with its pronounced way all will be taken to consideration by 

resonating each bit .we can say phonetic spell, with its 

meaning to say there actual Words. But it differs from each 

region as there use of words. Wordnet hence easily 

categories those by fast transaction with MILO (MID 

LEVEL ONTOLOGY).  

Recording those in the database mapping each of them with 

the different form of grammars In word set  its lexicons 

connected to ontology with different performance mode 

.because we have many types of ontology with word sets 

siblings still growing got the nature and say its different 

meaning presented to the situation. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK 

Internet evolution led to the growth of multitudinous seas 

cybercrimes. Criminals adapted to send suspicious messages 

via mobile phones, instant messengers and social networking 

sites, which is difficult to trace criminal activities 

dynamically, the e-crime department must be improvised 

with the development of technology to find criminals. Many 

of the instant messaging system (INS) developed restricted 

their limit for sending messages, video and audio 

conferencing. They are not well equipped to detect online 

suspicious messages. 
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To avoid like this activity we proposed new frame work 

instant message(IM)[1],this frame work works with the 

suspicious pattern detection(SPD) algorithm  initiates the 

step to capture the instant messages that are communicated 

between the users and stored into the database for identifying 

suspicious messages and also e-crime  monitoring system 

program to trace the culprit details for e-crime department 

.hence in the real time we have lakh together of data flow in 

the tracing each of them with connecting correct system and 

trap there path is main because each may give different mode 

of action towards the work they thought. May be it is 

irrevalant to us ,which causes our path diverted.so deciding 

each bit is tough to the analyzer hence ,leads to jumbled link 

or cross link sometimes. 

Using all the limbs together in our tree structure we going to 

collect all those and mapped to each one in different 

databases .hence we can avoid data loss or damage in the 

database .by having HER [6] it leads to efficient placing with 

retrieval of records is easy and feasible.it also make a copy of 

each bit of data avoids the breaking of mapping condition to 

declare the action or event to be done. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR SUSPICIOUS 

MESSAGES 

A. Existing system 

In fast growing country peoples are finding many techniques 

for entertainment and message transferring purpose also its 

may be a sites or social networks, in this social networks 

having many more specialty like message chatting, video 

calling, audio calling [4] and they restricted their sending 

message count, chat count video calling timing also but They 

are not well equipped to detect online suspicious messages. 

B. Proposed system 

We introducing new frame work Instant Message(IM)[1], 

this Instant Message will be monitor the conversation over 

the social network if that conversation terms like kill, 

murder, robbery, kidnap  etc. the Instant Message framework 

will send the information about the users detail, conversation 

detail along with their System  IP address  to the admin . 

C. Working of the module 

1. With ontology we can differentiate each bit by bit 

characters stated with, there existence of nature for chat 

applications, conversation logs, etc. 

2. one of the key benefits of wordsets is each lexicons will be 

fired for each iterations hence it concluded as the accurate 

meaning or the goal. 

3. The association rule mining solution has the potential to 

satisfy a multitude of tracing and mapping needs due to its 

wide range of features and the capability to easily customize 

the system. 

4. As voice, video, and data networks have begun to 

converge, more organizations are seeing the value in 

deploying IP business communications solutions, including 

IP telephony, unified messaging, voice mail, customer 

contact solutions, and audio, video, and Web conferencing 

anything can be masked but once the typed text or the mode 

of texting will differ by each uniquely as per the psychology 

study one which boost our system. 

5. Extraction in unstructured text, each time system will leads 

to each new word addition to the ontology server hence 

getting more siblings in its structure finding each bit different 

mode of meaning may vary, as this comes under 

consideration it leads to upper merged or sumo technique for 

different layer of association and finding the text different 

actions they play there. 

6. With maintaining the HER for health concern to secure 

more data towards loss of accuracy we can get backup of 

those data’s .many servers linked it can be overcome by this 

application, which keeps the copy in anonymous place. 

System Architecture:- 

 

   Fig.1 Architecture of previous ontology. 
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But now to predict if its particular group is tedious so [2], 

what are all the specification we have to use is to check 

whether particular word or phrase or the symbol is of type or 

to state its converse meaning, stem of each words root as it is 

linked  to the siblings in the structure in depth mining as[5]. 

If the info gain is useful or not or else unsupervised strings 

will be overload the task of classifying, so to understand the 

format and actual meaning of semantics leads to good deal in 

it. So WORDNET [6] will search for the selection of each 

next predicted words or actions is based on the selection and 

categorized data in the lex, but if captured pictured or 

symbols is of different meanings its differentiation is bit 

tedious, so [7] it’s have look on separated as branch wise or 

task based tree traversal in the word Net lex. As the networks 

encoding –decoding language known with many sort out 

solutions its have new methods as its invention completes so, 

to shell out original or real images of wanted data sets [8]. 

IV. PROPOSED METHDOLOGY 

To take care of data base health from few cases like it at all 

an case is considered as suspicious some time s its of 

mischief so, waste of time for the processor as well as the 

database, it may burden or use more space hence, avoiding 

those hence it’s an process of geographical means worldwide 

net connectivity will be used for those cases, to get accurate 

data instantly to solve the puzzle, [9]. So sharing and 

updating is the criteria by EHR, TO maintain data 

consistency and clarity of availability, is henceforth. 

Table.1. Output format for recording the processed data available or 

not. 

Given set 

of data’s 

Selection 

type 

Processed limb 

with 

association, 

types 

Linked lex 

limb to be 

associated or 

not 

Its 

presence. 

In data 

networks. 

Row wise 
Pictures, words, 

symbols 

Link presence Address of 

data set 
Yes/no 

Column 

wise 

Video, audio, 

captcha 

Link presence Address of 

flow of data 

sets. Yes/no 

 

Here, 

1. User has to login with some credentials. 

       2. The session part: - actual trace start. 

       3. The report part:-the detailed description will be given 

to the respected one. 

So, as in the Figure 1. The classification , selection , 

grouping and all will be done in each connected lexical 

systems with collected data’s, then before studying any 

patterns the database will glance the task as a case study, if  it 

relevant to any other match as fast as early,  

This step will be done at login step by studying the person’s 

interactions as by some querying to him, to analyze the 

behavioral nature of that person, next byusing his network as 

if it is of any mode [10]. Here it will use many more 

techniques to solve the process with some calculations as 

they interact with the systems. 

Next come the actual tracing here the data base will use 

where the actual complications as which media they using 

like e-conversation through login id [11], or other social 

networks [12]. They will be hacked by any other mode  or 

what will be justified, next which manner they contribute to 

some situations like captcha entering or number selections or 

any images selection etc., How they perform the task of 

pretending the actual role or not, likewise it will be 

classified. 

The last step is collection of all those together to draw the 

result as the accurate predictions, as an example of to say 

“let’s go to birthday “may be its notification of killing 

someone or start any work related to it, like it will classify. 

As shown in the below figure 2. All the lex client system 

connected to word net [6]. Will declared whether it is 

processed data or to be processed by other means , because 

some suspicious persons may chat like mischief of gag 

purpose mode but there intention is quiet complicated, so to 

avoid such we integrated[4], those patterns match also then 

these will be re classified then , once set into the database its 

over filtering will be done at classifier to say which category 

it belongs , say the ontology analyzer, editor with its dbs will 

have eagle eye on each process to fetch each and every bit 

without miss, if at all misspelled.Then removing unwanted 

datasets in the loop or path, to make the path clear cut, 

analyzer took again. 

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The data will be categorized as the  given set with the 

extracted data  or desired output data  like , it will match each 

and every bit of data for predicting its grammar of statement 

stated, those are from wordsets axioms of all domains of 

ontologies  group of lex, hence its of easily accessible, we  

can achieve good results, storing each respected content to 

the database by its HER, to respected data will be extracted 

by code word or short word as regular or the other lex may 

take respectively. We got the good accurate results from this 

approach, hence merged with all layers of application. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
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As its processing is more clear and deeper compare to other  

due to more advanced technology hence with lakh together 

searching and associated rules ,words stored and available 

and  its mode of operation is in depth [5], [3],  so, for web 

applications for interactions and  with its health criteria [10] 

we can use it to invent new technology which is lagging with 

it. And to make our world crime free, peace full with data 

mining approach is the tool that we can use anywhere, 

because without this we can’t use anything in e-world. 

But one thing is up gradation of each bit is keen observer job 

if one failed again whole link or connections or search and 

store job has to be done. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPES 

Hence this is Not suitable to all platform, [13] and best suited 

with few software’s as well with commands, to make better 

performance with big data, cloud computing as per current 

access as the wireless media trend with security and 

scalability, to large extent of data use with multilingual 

patterns is the next stage of operations to be carried because 

it’s for only more than 30 languages [9] supported in 

operation.  
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